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The context and the impetus for CUBE
Carleton College context:
• A residential, liberal arts college with 2000 students
• Three QRE courses required for graduation
The impetus: 
• Students arrive with uneven preparation in quantitative skills
• Individual faculty try to address varied backgrounds, but the 
issue is broader than any single course
Summer 2014 and Summer 2015 pilot project:
• Offered incoming students ALEKS Prep for Calculus software
- Adaptive quizzing assesses student understanding of topics
- 281 topics in 10 main areas
- Provides targeted tutorials based on initial assessment
• ALEKS doesn’t reflect what students experience when they 
get to Carleton, and many student didn’t use the tutorials. 
What is CUBE?
Program objectives:
• Strengthen quantitative skills for students with a wide range 
of disciplinary interests
• Connect students with the Carleton community before they 
arrive on campus
Experimental format:
• Six week summer, online course that is credit bearing
• Fall term, face-to-face course with credit
The challenge: 
• Creating a high-touch, online program that captures key 
elements of a Carleton classroom 
CUBE activities
Summer objective 1 -- Strengthen quantitative skills (QS)
• Problem of the week and associated videos
• ALEKS 
• Small group project exploring Arb bird count data 
Summer objective 2 -- Connect with Carleton community
• Weekly Google hangouts in a small groups with student coach
• Google hangouts with alums using QS in their careers
• Weekly CUBE blog – respond 3X per week
Fall course continues to address two objectives
• On campus poster presentation of Arb bird count data
• Career exploration activities
• Weekly class meetings to address additional quantitative 
topics (estimation, probability, and statistics)
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Looking at CUBE: Logistics
• 18 students
• Used available campus tools & software: Moodle LMS, Google 
hangouts, YuJa lecture capture, Microsoft Excel and Powerpoint
Looking at CUBE: Problem of the week 
(POW) 
Intro video: Carleton faculty members introducing themselves and how 
the topic is relevant to their disciplines
Math content videos: Edited videos from Yale ONEXYS program
Applied problem: Practice topic in the context of a particular discipline
• Preliminary questions – multiple choice
• Team meetings to discuss problem
• Individual written solution and feedback 
Instructor lecture capture: Responds to student solutions and feedback 
forms to the applied problem
Knowledge check: Multiple choice question with confidence report
Looking at CUBE: POW preliminary 
questions
Looking at CUBE: POW feedback 
questions
Looking at CUBE: POW knowledge check
Looking at CUBE: POW knowledge check
Looking at CUBE: Small group poster 
activity
Looking at CUBE: Weekly Cube Site
Looking at CUBE: Weekly Cube Site
Hashtag for the CUBE experience
Students’ hashtags:
#HavingFunWithNumbersButAlsoReallyConfused
#MathDuringSummerBreak #MuchQuantitativeSoFun
#lolwhatismath #IDidntRealizeHowMuchMathIdForgotten
#fulfilling #WorthIt #CarletonHasAwesomeAlums
#ALEKSAtMidnight #ALEKSTime #ALEKSLife #thatALEKSgrind
#HowMuchMoreALEKS
#alwaysemailingMelissa2k16 #learninghowtouseexcel
#Myeyesburn #shootthehomeworkwasdueat6am 
#waitwherewasthat
Pre-/post- ALEKS scores Would you recommend                                                                                         
CUBE to other incoming students?
At the end of this academic year, compare CUBE participant GPA in QRE 
courses to GPAs students with similar background who did not participate 
in CUBE.
Preliminary assessment
Lessons learned
• It is possible to create a largely online learning experience that 
reflects positively on the residential liberal arts experience. 
“CUBE has been a great refresher for my math skills…CUBE also makes 
me so proud that I chose Carleton. It shows it cares for its students.”
“It is a perfect way to get a taste of Carleton. You will meet a wide 
variety of personalities while getting a head start on school.”
• Teaching online can lead to deep reflection on face-to-face 
teaching. 
• For small schools, finding ways to adapt existing online content 
and personalizing it to your situation is more feasible than 
creating content. 
• Framing this as an experiment allowed us to bypass institutional 
barriers that otherwise would have been challenging to 
overcome.
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